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Rationale 

I made the decision to investigate self-assessment checklists as I had the desire to encourage 
independent working amongst pupils. Furthermore, I believed it would have a positive impact 
on both leaner and teacher. Assessment is an integral part of teaching and something which I 
utilise regularly in my own practice however, I wanted to see if being more thorough in my 
use of these checklists would have a progressive impact upon teaching and learning in my 
classroom. Assessment is a huge feature of teaching and learning and should be continuously 
utilised within learning environments. This is supported by ‘Building the Curriculum 5’ 
where it states the assessment provides a basis for constructive feedback and creates 
discussion points between learner and teacher in order to work on the learners next steps. It is 
therefore essential that there is full understanding of how to use and implement assessment. 

 

Aims 

The aim of this professional enquiry was to assess the impact of self-assessment checklists 
have on my class and whether they would increase the independence of the pupils whilst 
working on task and allow them to have more ownership over their own work. 

 

Methodology 

This enquiry was carried out with a primary 5/6 class. This was done as a whole class enquiry 
with a range of abilities. I had hoped that my less independent pupils would gain more from 
this. During taught writing lessons, the pupils were provided with a checklist that was stapled 
to their jotter. The checklist detailed all the criteria needed for their writing such as; neat 
handwriting, capital letters, punctuation and correct spelling. This was their point of reference 
for checking their work. Children were encouraged to refer to this throughout writing as well 
as completing the checklist at the end. If pupils felt they had completed a point particularly 
well then they could colour the star beside it. If the pupil realised they had missed or not 
fulfilled one of the points to the best of their ability then they would leave the star blank. This 
would be discussed as a class at the beginning of a lesson to remind children what was 
expected of them and then they could come back to this as a reminder. This would encourage 
the children to work independently and edit their work as they go. Occasionally, I would 
pause the lesson and remind pupils to refer to their checklist with the hope that they would 
begin to look at it without being prompted. 

At the end of each lesson children would fill out exit passes on a post it note about how they 
felt the lesson went. This would allow me to assess if the children found it helpful and what I 
could change going forward with self-assessment. 



 

 

 

Findings 

Based on my observations, it was apparent that this was not successful when the checklists 
were first introduced. It needed further explanation and pupils needed a reminder to use this 
tool. 

From the third lesson, I could see that using self-assessment checklists meant the children 
were able to take ownership of their learning as they were not relying on me reminding them 
of the purpose of the task or the content that I expect which was highlighted through the use 
of success criteria. They were able to identify for themselves what they needed to do in order 
to be successful in achieving the learning intention. Pupil focus was increased and the 
standard of work improved too. This was assessed through my own observations and jotter 
monitoring as there was more “green – its fit to be seen” instead of “pink – stop and think”. 

An advantage of using the checklist was I found that I had more time to work with pupils 
who required support as the others were able to refer to a checklist and work independently. 

Below are some of the comments from exit passes after the first taught writing lesson using 
checklists: 

• ‘The list helped me remember what I’m doing’ 
• ‘I forgot to use my checklist’ 
• ‘I missed some stuff out. I can do it next time’ 

 

Below are some of the comments from exit passes after the fourth taught writing input using 
checklists: 

• ‘I think I am better at stories when I have my list’ 
• ‘The checklist reminds me of success criteria’ 
• ‘I can check and fix my work before I hand it in and make it better’ 

 

Conclusion 

As this enquiry was carried out over four weeks the results are not conclusive. Although, it 
can be seen through pupil’s jotter work over the last four weeks self-assessment checklists do 
have a positive impact on the learning of the children. There was noticeable improvement in 
written work from pupils in higher ability groups and concentration and focus was increased 
throughout the whole class. For those who benefitted from using these checklists there were 
no careless errors such as missed full stops, capital letters or miss-spelling common words. 
My view that self-assessment plays an important role within education as it allows learners to 
see their next steps, has been reinforced since carrying out this enquiry however, more time is 
needed to have a noticeable impact on the whole class. 



 

Implications for Future Practice 

As I have witnessed through observation and received positive feedback from pupils, I will 
implement this style of checklist throughout my teaching.  I will begin by using it in other 
aspects of literacy such as reading and spelling and then slowly introduce in to areas such as 
Interdisciplinary Learning Topics. In the future I hope to be able to use this type of 
assessment to measure the level of pupil understanding as well as encouraging pupil 
independence. 

I will continue to use skills that I have developed to improve my future practice in order to 
meet the needs of all pupils within my class. 
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